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Market Update
The stock market is currently being supported by three
pillars: earnings, economy and stimulus (government and
central bank). One pillar is providing much more support
than the other pillars– Stimulus.
♦ 2020 Q4 earnings have been strong, increasing on
a year-over-year basis by 2.4% (Refinitiv February 8,
2021). Although this number does not appear to be strong,
this is a measurement against pre-COVID-19 levels.
♦ The economy is growing, but is expanding at a slower
capacity than previously expected. There are still large
parts of the economy that are shut down and it is going
to be diﬃcult to get back to previous economic output for
another couple of years.
♦ Stimulus - Both central bank and government stimulus have been helping to push the stock market higher,
as investors have been pushing their extra cash into the
markets.
Although earnings have been stronger than expected and
the economy has grown faster than expected, it is stimulus provided by central banks and governments that have
S&P 500 Technical Status
The S&P 500 is at an all-time-high (ATH), or close to
it. From a technical perspective, this is good as there is
no upside resistance. It also helps to attract additional
capital into the market. In January, the S&P 500 did
break below its lower trend channel (started in November 2020), but has since moved back into its upward
trend channel.
The major support level for the S&P 500 is the middle
of the “W” double bottom, just above 3500. If the S&P
500 were to break below this level, investor sentiment
would probably shift negative.
There are two developments that indicate that the recent market rally may be in for a time of consolidation.
First, as the S&P 500 has moved higher, volume has
been declining, indicating a lack of conviction. Second,
the RSI has had a divergence with the S&P 500, as it has
been moving lower while the S&P 500 has been moving
higher.
On balance, the S&P 500 is in good technical condition, but there are indications that it could soften in the
near-term.
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Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF (HAC : TSX)
Portfolio Exposure as of January 31, 2021
Symbol
Holdings

% of NAV

Canadian Dollar Exposed Assets
HXT
HEWB
HUG
HUZ

Equities
Horizon S&P/TSX 60 Index ETF
Horizons Equal Weight Canada Banks Index ETF
Commodities
Horizons Gold ETF
Horizons Silver ETF

44.4%
13.0%
3.0%
1.1%

United States Dollar Exposed Assets
HXS
HEXM
HULC
XLI
XLF

Equities
Horizons S&P 500 Index ETF
Horizons Emerging Markets Equity Index ETF
Horizons US Large Cap Index ETF
Industrial Select Sector SPDR Fund
Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund

22.1%
8.1%
3.2%
2.0%
2.0%

US Dollar Forwards (February 2021) - Currency Hedge **

-0.2%

Cash, Cash Equivalents, Margin & Other
Total ( NAV $216,567,142)

1.3%
100.0%

** Reflects gain / loss on currency hedge (Notional exposure equals 23.6% of current NAV)

The objective of HAC is long-term capital appreciation in all market cycles by tactically allocating its exposure
amongst equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies during periods that have historically demonstrated seasonal trends. The Thackray Market Letter is for educational purposes and is meant to demonstrate the advantages of
seasonal investing by describing many of the trades and strategies in HAC.
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boosted the stock market to all-time highs. It is the rumors
of stimulus and the announcements of stimulus that have
boosted the stock market for its extended runs Investors
are looking forward to an improving economy with greater corporate earnings because of the stimulus provided by
central banks and governments.
It is not just the stimulus itself that causes a spike in market euphoria, but the rumor of the stimulus expected to
be announced. In a way, investors are front running the
stimulus. We have seen this before with investors front
running the Federal Reserve’s QE announcements after
the Great Financial Crisis (GFC). Investors jumped into
the market as rumors surfaced, or the Fed hinted at its
next round of QE. As a result, the market rallied. When
the Federal Reserve announced its next round of QE, the
markets typically continued higher. A QE Euphoria Loop
was created.
The Federal Reserve and the US government have once
again created a feedback loop to power the markets higher. The Federal Reserve has embarked on its QE+ (plus
other program such as buying corporate bonds), and the
government has announced and implemented a large
number of transfer payments to individuals and corporations as well as increased government spending.

should start to lower the cases of COVID-19. Daily cases
of COVID-19 around the world have recently been declining without the vaccines’ eﬀect. Under an improving
scenario with more re-openings, this could buoy investor
confidence, helping to support the stock market.
The Federal Reserve and the government have a balancing act of trying to withdraw stimulus in the future as the
economy re-opens. They have made it clear that they will
err on providing too much stimulus, rather than too little.
As a result, investors are currently betting that they will
live up to their word.

When will it end?
When will the government spending / Federal Reserve
loop break? These type of feedback loops can go on longer than most investors expect, but they can also break
at any time. It could be a matter of years or it could be
months away.
The duration of the feedback loop depends on the confidence of investors believing that the stock market will
move up because of increased government spending.
When investors loose confidence, the loop breaks.

Expect the Law of Diminishing Returns to be
Alive and Well
One of the first things that you learn in economics is the
law of diminishing returns, which is simply stated that at
some point the output produced per unit of input declines
as the input is increased. In other words, the eﬀectiveness of action declines as more of it is used. In the case
of stimulus, the more that is used, the less eﬀective that it
becomes. The simple graph below illustrates the concept
of diminishing returns.
The Biden administration has plans to increase spending
for a protracted amount of time. Likewise, it also appears
that the Federal Reserve takes the same position, erring
on the side of providing too much stimulus rather than
too little.
The stimulus story is good news for the markets in the
short-term and has largely been responsible for the stock
market reaching the levels that it is at today.

More good news?

Investors saw the law of diminishing returns first hand
after the GFC, each round of QE provided a boost to the
economy and stock market, but each successive round resulted in less and less impact.
Expect the Federal Reserve and government to try and
counter the law of diminishing returns by introducing
successive larger programs. Think big. Like the stimulus
loop this will continue to work as long as investors have
confidence that it will work. When investors loose confidence, the markets will probably stumble. But so far, so
good.

I am not a virologist and I am not going to pretend to be
one. However, it is possible that COVID-19 could somewhat follow the flu cycle and decrease as we head into
springtime. In addition, the COVID-19 vaccines rollout
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The Reddit movement, of small retail investors profiting
oﬀ “rich” hedge funds that have shorted stocks, ironically
has hurt many retail investors who have lost a lot of money. In addition, not all hedge funds were short the stock,
some were long, not because they believed in the fundamentals of GameStop, but because they wanted to take
advantage of retail investors buying at ever higher prices.
You can bet that some hedge funds are actively tuning
their algorithms to filter and analyze posts on Reddit in
order to capitalize on retail investor “trends.”

The New Pet Rock - GameStop?
Back in the 1970’s, a company released a pet rock for
consumers to purchase and keep at home as a pet. It was
essentially, a small 4 inch river rock (right from nature),
with a couple of plastic eyes stuck on the surface.

GameStop is expected to report its earnings on March 26.
According to Bloomberg, GameStop has fallen in price
nine times out of the last ten times that it has reported
earnings. If GameStop does manage to mount a rally before hand it will be interesting to watch the reaction of
investors to the earnings report. Sometimes, the cold hard
facts of an earnings report is like ice water on the face. A
shock back to reality.

Reddit Spillover
The Reddit crowd has somewhat moved on from GameStop. The action happened so fast that the company was
unable to come to the market to raise money. The Reddit
investors have recently moved into other areas of the markets, sometimes only propping up the sector for a day or
two before moving on.
The Reddit crowd also tried to force a short squeeze in
the silver bullion market. Silver bullion rallied one day on
Monday February 1 by approximately 8% and declined
the next day by the same amount. One day a group of
investors may be able to force a silver bullion squeeze.
I don’t think that the Reddit crowd by themselves is big
enough to short squeeze silver bullion.

The pet rock was a hit. Stores could not keep them on
their shelves. The pet rock was stupid idea, but people got
caught up in the fad. Of course, the trend could not keep
up forever. After a few months, people felt stupid talking
about their pet rocks and the fad faded fast.
The Reddit trade in GameStop is a bit like the Pet Rock
“Trade.” A lot of investors bought into the trade for emotional reasons, in order to try and “stick it” to the hedge
fund managers that had shorted GameStop.
The Reddit crowd cheered each other on, encouraging
each other to hold “forever.” Pushing GameStop “To the
Moon” is never going to work. At some point, investors
are going to want to get oﬀ the ride and take profits. Once
the flow of sellers starts in earnest, it is very diﬃcult for
a company such as GameStop to get back to its all time
highs.

Another short squeeze attempt on the silver short positions is becoming an increasing possibility over time as
more and more investors are demanding physical delivery
of silver bars instead of rolling over contracts. Increasing
physical delivery puts pressure on the institutions that are
shorting silver through paper contracts and is a form of a
short squeeze. So far, individuals and institutions that are
buying and holding physical silver have not been able to
overcome the large short position in the paper market. If
current trends continue it is only a matter of time before
silver bullion could be squeezed higher. When and if this
happens, look for the Reddit crowd to jump back into the
game and try to squeeze silver higher.
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Seasonal Trends
Some investors are screaming that the stock market is at
extremely high valuations: other investors are arguing
that with unprecedented liquidity, interest rates close to
zero and the government spending huge amounts of money, how can you not be in the stock market especially with
the Federal Reserve and government having your back.
Both sets of investors have a point. Stock markets can
rally for an extended period of time.
It is typically best not to use market valuations as a timing
indicator by itself. The stock market can remain overvalued or undervalued for an extended period of time. It is
usually best to use an investment methodology that provides a diﬀerent framework in order to make investment
allocations. Using seasonal trends over the long-term has
been a successful methodology for investment allocations, regardless of stock market valuations.
Currently, we are still in the strong six-month period for
the stock market when it typically performs well. March
and April tend to be positive months of the year, particularly April. From a seasonal standpoint, there still exists
quite a bit of runway for the market to perform well.

Reflationary Trade Driving Markets
The reflationary trade, focusing on stocks and sectors of
the market that benefit from rising inflation is driving the
markets. Yes, earnings have been strong and are helping
to support the markets, but the relative performance of
diﬀerent sectors of the stock market are largely being
driven by the changing ebbs and flows of expected inflation. Ironically, inflation as reported by the CPI is still low
and in the past week the US Core CPI (YoY) rate came
in at 1.4%, lower than expected. Nevertheless, inflation
expectations keep increasing.
In my Thackray’s 2021 Investor’s Guide, on page 149, I
present the seasonal trend for inflation expectations. Inflation expectations tend to increase in January and February
and into early March. Rising inflation expectations can
keep increasing at a moderate level for the rest of March
and April.

The above graph uses the 10-YR Inflation Break-Even,
which is representative of investor’s expectations for inflation over the next ten years. It is approximately calculated by subtracting the yield on the 10 Year Treasury
Inflation Protected bonds (TIPS) for the yield on 10 Year
US Treasury 10 year bonds).
The seasonal trend change in inflation expectations
matches up with the seasonal trends of the sectors of the
stock market. In the Sector Opportunities of this newsletter, In some cases I have included comments on reflationary expectations.

What the HAC?
In January, HAC was approximately fully invested in equities. During the month, HAC increased its position in
the emerging markets and also exited its position in gold
miners, but retained its position in gold and silver bullion
ETFS.

Seasonal Opportunities
Energy
The energy sector has a strong seasonal period from February 25 to May 9
The energy sector has been performing well recently as
investors have been anticipating the re-opening of the
economy. In addition there have been a number of large
drawdowns from the U.S. oil inventory. See graph below.
If the reopening expectations increase faster than previously expected, this would benefit the energy sector in its
strong seasonal period.
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The US energy sector has just managed to reach back to
its June 2020 high level. A break above this level would
support a higher move for the sector.

My Call: The energy sector will probably have a strong
March and April, and could fade before the end of its
seasonal period.

Gold
Gold has a strong seasonal period from December 27 to
January 26
There are long-term reasons for holding gold bullion, but
its seasonal strong period has just ended.
Gold has been weakening since last summer and has
continued in its downtrend. March tends to be one of the
weaker months of the year for gold bullion.

The Canadian energy sector is currently trading above it
June high. Recently, it has broken its upward trend line
relative to the S&P/TSX Composite and has been moving
sideways relative to the broad market.
If the reflationary trade continues to persist, the energy
sector would be expected to perform well in its seasonal
period.
The sector is not just benefitting from reflationary expectations, as increasing demand for oil relative to supply is
helping to support a stronger move higher in the sector.

Gold bullion has been highly inversely correlated to real
yields. The graph below shows this relationship using 5yr
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TIPS yields. Recently, real yields have been decreasing
(rising in the graph) and gold prices have been falling.
There are other drivers of gold price, but real yields have
been influential over the last few years. The likelihood
of gold resolving this pattern tends to increase during its
strong seasonal period.

positive trend.

Consumer Discretionary
The consumer discretionary sector has a strong seasonal
period from October 28 to April 22
The consumer discretionary sector relative to the S&P
500 declined in October, flat lined in November and for
most of December, and then outperformed at the end of
December and the beginning of January. It has since been
underperforming. In other words it has done a round trip
compared to the S&P 500.
Amazon makes up a large portion of this sector and its underperformance relative to the S&P 500 has contributed
to the lackluster performance of the consumer discretionary sector.

Gold Miners
Gold miners have a strong seasonal period from December 23 to February 14
The gold miners has just finished its strong seasonal period. After starting on a positive note at the beginning of its
seasonal period, gold miners sector resumed a downward
trend in its trading channel.

My Call: The consumer discretionary sector will probably moderately outperform the S&P 500 into April.

Retail
The retail sector has a strong seasonal period from January 21 to April 12
Depending on which ETF you are using to analyze the
performance of the retail sector, the sector is performing
well or not so well.

For gold miners to outperform the S&P 500, the best scenario is a rising bullion price and a rising stock market.
At this time gold bullion is not showing signs of a strong

The retail ETF XRT has performed extremely well, since
April and spiked in January. The reason for its strong performance and recent correction is that at one point, the
ETF was holding approximately 10% in GameStop. Yup
GameStop. The ETF is a modified equally weighted ETF
and its positions are typically under 2%. The ETF does
not reallocate everyday and because of the parabolic per-
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formance of GameStop, the allocation to GameStop skyrocketed to approximately 10%.
Using the retail ETF RTH, a cap-weighted ETF, the retail
sector has been struggling as it has entered its seasonal
period. The month of March tends to be a strong month
for the retail sector. A lot of expected performance for the
retail sector depends on the expectations of the reopening
of the economy. If expectations start to increase, look for
the relative performance of the retail sector compared to
the S&P 500 increase.

January 23 to May 5
The industrial sector tends to perform poorly for the first
two-thirds of January before finding its footing and performing well relative to the S&P 500. This year, the seasonal trend played out true to form.
In addition, the industrial sector is starting to show signs
of improving relative performance compared to the S&P
500.

My Call: The industrial sector will probably outperform
the S&P 500 in March and April.

Transportation
The transportation sector has a strong seasonal period
from January 23 to April 16

My Call: The retail sector will probably perform slightly above market in March.

Industrials
The industrial sector has a strong seasonal period from
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The transportation sector has been underperforming the
S&P 500 over the last few months, but has just recently
entered into its seasonal period. This sector could perform
well if re-opening expectations ramp up.
My Call: The transportation sector will probably outperform the S&P 500 in its seasonal period into midApril.

Materials
The materials sector has a strong seasonal period from
January 23 to May 5
The materials sector has followed a similar path to the
industrial sector. The materials sectors has just started its
seasonal period. This sector could perform well if expectations increase for “reflation.”

My Call: The US financial sector will probably outperform in March.

Canadian Banks
The Canadian banking sector has a strong seasonal period from January 23 to April 13

My Call: The materials sector will probably outperform
the S&P 500 in March and April.

US Financials
The US financial sector has a strong seasonal period from
December 15 to April 13
The US financial sector has been trading on the prospects
of rising interest rates, due to rising inflation expectations.
The graph relative to the S&P 500 looks very similar to
the metals and mining graph relative to the S&P 500,
which has also been trading oﬀ the reflation trade. The
relative performance graph of the metals and mining sector is the bottom panel of the graph.

The Canadian banking sector performed well relative to
the S&P/TSX Composite from May until November. Recently, the sector has been underperforming. Nevertheless, the sector has just entered its strong seasonal period
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and will benefit if the reflation theme continues to persist
in the markets.

ket is risk-on, the small cap sector tends to perform well.

My Call: Canadian banks will probably moderately
outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index into late
March.

Metals & Mining
The metals and mining sector has a strong seasonal period from November 19 to January 5 and then from January 23 to May 5
The metals and mining sector relative to the S&P 500 has
recently bounced oﬀ a mini-head and shoulders pattern.
The sector has been trading oﬀ the increasing inflation expectations. This sector can perform well if the stock market continues to move higher and investors continue to
support the reflation theme that is currently in the market.
My Call: The small cap sector will probably start to underperform the S&P 500 in early March.

Emerging Markets
The emerging markets sector has a strong seasonal period from November 24 to April 18
The emerging markets sector has broken above a key resistance point relative to the S&P 500 at the end of 2020.
The sector outperformed the S&P 500 in January and has
recently taken a pause in performance.

My Call: The metals and mining sector will probably
outperform the S&P 500 in March and into early April.

Small Caps
The small cap sector has a strong seasonal period from
December 19 to March 7
Like a rocket. The small cap sector has moved substantially higher since late October. Typically, it does not start
its move until some time in November or even December.
The small cap sector has been moving higher for a number
of reasons, including an expanding economy. The small
cap sector typically performs well coming oﬀ a recession.
In addition, micro caps and small caps are the preferred
parts of the market for the Reddit crowd. When the mar-

This sector’s relative performance is somewhat related to
the strength of the US dollar compared to world currencies. Currently, it appears that the US dollar is gaining
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a stable footing after underperforming for many months.
It should be noted that the US dollar tends to weaken in
April when commodities tend to perform well. As a result, on average over the long-term, the emerging markets
sector tends to perform particularly well in April.
My Call: The emerging markets sector will probably
outperform the S&P 500 in March and in April, and
continue to outperform slightly past its seasonal period
end date.

Brooke’s Rant(s)
Unfortunately, a lot of new investors have lost a lot of
money gambling in the markets and the Federal Reserve
(Powell) is partially responsible.
It seems that everyone wants to blame COVID-19 for everything. This is not about COVID-19. The Federal Reserve created distortions in the market and took away the
price signals, a long time ago.

Currencies
USDCAD
The US dollar outperformed the Canadian dollar in the
month of January. The US dollar became very oversold
and has a huge short position against it. It is due for at
least a bounce. The expectations of increased US government spending has resulted in downward pressure on the
US dollar. In addition, the risk-on demand in the markets
has helped to bolster other currencies against the US dollar.
Although the US dollar has a brief period of seasonal
strength at this time into mid-March, investors should be
cautious with a long position in the US dollar. The strongest month of the year for the Canadian dollar is April.
Sometimes the Canadian dollar can start its rally early, in
March. In the graph below, the bottom panel represents
the price of oil, one of the variables that has an impact
on the strength of USDCAD. If the price of oil continues
to rise, it is possible to see the Canadian dollar increase
before the start of its seasonal period.

Above image is a morph between the WallStreetBets Icon
and Powell.
Manipulating interest rates to artificially low levels has
forced investors to take excessive risks, driving up the
stock markets and rewarding the wealthy that are able to
invest. It is not just the stock market, but the housing market that has skyrocketed on low interest rates. The poor do
not own homes and as prices increase, the dream of home
ownership has drifted away. The Federal Reserve’s policies were causing distortions in the markets long before
Covid, and has gotten worse recently.
When questioned about the negative consequences of the
Federal Reserve actions, Powell has shrugged his shoulders and stated that there are no negative consequences to
the Federal Reserve’s actions.
It is a bit “rich” for the Federal Reserve to state that they
have done studies and found their actions have not contributed to wealth inequality. Really. I think there may be
a conflict of interest. Umm. The Federal Reserve created
the environment that has allowed for market distortions
to occur.
There are a lot of people that do not have job and need
money in the Covid-19 pandemic. These are the people
that need support. On the other hand there are a lot of
people getting free money that they do not need. To them,
their stimmy (stimulus) check is gambling money. Sure,
the Federal Reserve did not give them the money (it was
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the government), but it sure did create the environment
of moral hazard where investors believe that the Federal
Reserve will always have their back. If the stock market
goes down, the Federal Reserve will be there to prop it up.
Something had to be done because of Covid, but the
Federal Reserve has been distorting markets for an extended period of time. Because of the Feds excessively
easy monetary policies over the long-term, resources are
not used eﬃciently and mal-investment is causing poor
outcomes. Everyone is going to be worse oﬀ in society in
the long-term.

ion. It did not used to be that way. Ask Martha Stewart.

Rant 3 — Tesla + Bitcoin = Volatility
On Tuesday February 9, Elon Musk announced that Tesla
had purchased $1.5 billion dollars of Bitcoin with its cash
reserves. On the announcement, Bitcoin rocketed in price
and Tesla made more money that day than it had in the
last ten years selling cars.

Investors should expect more WSB/Reddit scenarios to
pop up in the future. Low interest rates, excess liquidity,
lots of government money in the wrong hands and the
anticipation of a Federal Reserve “put” in the markets, are
an environment ripe for speculation. Unfortunately, most
investors speculating in this market will probably suﬀer
negative outcomes.

Rant 2 — Is Everything Legal Now?

A lot of investors cheered the move (especially Bitcoin
Hodlers (investors holding Bitcoin for the long-term)).
However, the Tesla stock price barely moved on the news
of the purchase of Bitcoin.
I am not making a comment on Bitcoin.
What is concerning is that the price of a “car company
plus,” is now somewhat controlled by another asset that is
unrelated to car manufacturing.

It seems strange to see celebrities and public figures encouraging investors to buy or hold a small company or
security (pump the stock) and then selling their entire position. It has happened more than once recently. I prefer
not to give examples in order not to get into squabbles
about the “celebrities”, but if you are following the markets, you will notice that this behavior has become increasingly common. Not so many years ago, most high
profile figures went out of their way not to have any appearances of what might be a conflict of interest or front
running trades when their opinion had an impact on price.
Today, nobody cares.
The Securities Exchange Commission (SEC), seems to
let so much slide by without any questions. It seems that
SEC is scared to take on a high profile figure that could
muster an army of Twitter followers or sway public opin-

I get why investors are trying to move away from fiat
currencies. Governments and central banks have created
conditions that ensures over the long-term the value of
fiat currencies will decrease over time relative to assets,
including hard assets. Nevertheless, adding one volatile
asset to another volatile asset is often not the best mix.
Sure, Bitcoin could go to $200,000 and make Musk look
like a hero. However, there is a scenario where the price
of Tesla could be dramatically aﬀected. If the downside
volatility for Tesla lines up with the downside volatility
for Bitcoin, there could be serious issues for Tesla, particularly if Tesla needs to use its Bitcoin to fund its operations.
A rapidly falling price in Bitcoin at the same time as a
falling price in Tesla, could force investors to exit their
holdings in Tesla, causing Tesla to fall even further, creating a downward spiral.
Musk runs the risk of either being a hero or failing. In his
career, he has persevered and “earned his cult hero status,” through his accomplishments. Once again, Musk has
put his reputation on the line with his foray into Bitcoin.
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Tesla is not flush with extra cash. If it were, it should issue a special dividend and give it back to its shareholders.
Tesla needs cash. It was only a few months ago that Tesla
raised billions of dollars in the market to fund operations.
It did not raise money to make a bet on Bitcoin (that was
not in the filings). Musk’s move into Bitcoin is a side bet
that could come back to hurt him and Tesla shareholders.
Time will tell.
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